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Abstract 
 

It is said that artificial intelligence (AI) driven by deep learning would make the 4th Industrial 

Revolution. Deep leaning becomes one of the most active areas of research in virtually any fields, 

because “learning from data” is essential in handling a large amount of data (“big data”) coming from 

systems. Deep learning is a versatile, powerful framework that can acquire image-processing and 
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 analysis functions through training with image examples; and it is an end-to-end machine-learning 

model that enables a direct mapping from raw input data to desired outputs. Dr. Suzuki invented ones 

of the earliest deep-learning models for image processing, segmentation of objects or materials, 

object/material enhancement, and classification of patterns or materials in medical images. He has 

been actively studying AI including deep learning and machine learning, AI for “virtual medical 

imaging”, and AI-aided diagnosis in the past 25 years [1]. He pioneered to develop machine learning 

models that can learn images directly in 1994. Models similar to his machine learning models are now 

called deep learning. The AI based on his early deep learning models (called MTANN) acquires the 

knowledge and skills of experts, and it transfers them to junior colleagues so as to make a sustainable 

global society. His AI models are general models that are appliable to many fields including material 

engineering, medicine, computer vision, and industry. His AI for medical imaging reduces radiation 

dose to patients by more than 90% so that people do not have to worry about the radiation exposures 

in medical exams any more, contributing to the reduction of radiation exposures to people globally. 

His AI invention for separating between different materials such as bone components from soft-tissue 

components in x-ray images [2], called “virtual dual-energy x-ray imaging”, was commercialized 

through FDA approval in 2010 and utilized in hospitals worldwide. This product was the world-first 

deep-learning product that obtained an FDA approval. In his talk, AI-based virtual medical imaging, 

medical image processing, pattern recognition, and AI-aided diagnosis with deep learning are 

introduced, including 1) virtual medical imaging for separation of bones from soft tissue in chest x-

ray images, 2) virtual medical imaging for converting low-radiation-dose images to virtual high-

radiation-dose images to reduce radiation dose in x-ray images and computed tomography (CT), 3) 

computer-aided diagnosis for lesions in CT and x-ray images [3-5], and 4) semantic segmentation of 

lesions and organs in medical images. Those AI-based computational technologies enable to image 

materials such as tissues, lesions, and anatomic structures in medical images without specialized 

equipment or device, but only software; thus term “virtual imaging”. 
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